The projected responses of forest ecosystems to warming and drying associated with twenty-first-century climate change vary widely from resiliency to widespread tree mortality [1] [2] [3] . Current vegetation models lack the ability to account for mortality of overstorey trees during extreme drought owing to uncertainties in mechanisms and thresholds causing mortality 4, 5 . Here we assess the causes of tree mortality, using field measurements of branch hydraulic conductivity during ongoing mortality in Populus tremuloides in the southwestern United States and a detailed plant hydraulics model. We identify a lethal plant water stress threshold that corresponds with a loss of vascular transport capacity from air entry into the xylem. We then use this hydraulic-based threshold to simulate forest dieback during historical drought, and compare predictions against three independent mortality data sets. The hydraulic threshold predicted with 75% accuracy regional patterns of tree mortality as found in field plots and mortality maps derived from Landsat imagery. In a high-emissions scenario, climate models project that drought stress will exceed the observed mortality threshold in the southwestern United States by the 2050s. Our approach provides a powerful and tractable way of incorporating tree mortality into vegetation models to resolve uncertainty over the fate of forest ecosystems in a changing climate.
The balance of resiliency versus the potential for widespread forest dieback due to climatic extremes hinges in large part on poorly understood demographic processes, which are not well represented in most dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs). An increase in mortality rate can be as important as a change in productivity for carbon sinks 15 . Application of DGVMs to known severe drought stress in controlled rainfall exclusion experiments reveals that they do not accurately capture drought-induced forest dieback 5 . Thus, there is a compelling need for an approach to simulate spatial and temporal patterns of tree mortality and to test model predictions against regional mortality data sets, such as remote-sensing estimates 16 . This can then be a foundation for incorporating mortality algorithms into vegetation models that can be trusted for future projections of change, for instance when coupled to global circulation models.
Trees die from drought and temperature stress through complex and poorly understood pathways of interrelated physiological failures that often interact with biotic agents 4, 17 . Hydraulic failure through xylem cavitation has been shown to be a major mortality mechanism across a number of angiosperm species [18] [19] [20] . Using a combination of field physiological measurements, a plant hydraulic model 21 , a hydrologic model 22 , climate projections and multiple mortality data sets ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), we tested: does a hydraulic threshold as a function of drought stress emerge across forest sites during ongoing tree mortality; can this mechanistic-based threshold be used to hindcast patterns of mortality with reasonable accuracy compared to multiple mortality data sets; and what do global circulation model projections suggest for future trajectories of this drought stress and exceedance frequency of a mortality threshold? We examined a recent widespread, climate-induced forest die-off of trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides; hereafter aspen) in 91,500 Ha in the southwestern United States. As the most widely distributed tree species in North America with major economic and ecological value 23 , aspen presents an ideal test case for modelling tree mortality.
We quantified drought stress as climatic water deficit 24 (CWD)-the difference between plant water demand, which is determined by atmospheric water demand (here, potential evapotranspiration, PET), and plant water supply, which is determined in part by available soil moisture (here, actual evapotranspiration, AET). Owing to low precipitation and high temperatures, CWD reached peak values around 2000-2003, representing the severe drought that initiated ongoing tree mortality (Fig. 1) . We used field measurements of plant hydraulic conductance to test for a potential threshold as a function of accumulated CWD from 2000-2013. As native branch hydraulic conductivity has been found to predict aspen stem mortality across years 20 , providing an indicator of tree hydraulic health, we tested for a threshold in hydraulic conductivity over a large spatial gradient that included both healthy and dying stands. We found a threshold during ongoing mortality where hydraulic conductivity fell rapidly as a function of accumulated CWD (Fig. 2a) . The value of modelled CWD where the field-measured hydraulic threshold occurred, which was identified using a standard numerical algorithm to calculate the break-point in a segmented regression 25 , was similar from branches sampled during multiple years (Fig. 2a) . This field-derived hydraulic threshold coincided with a nonlinear increase in regional percentage of aspen mortality as a function of CWD (Fig. 2b, shaded) , indicating that this threshold is probably mechanistically linked to mortality.
To determine whether the hydraulic threshold could be explained by the vulnerability of aspen xylem to drought-induced xylem cavitation, we used a detailed plant hydraulic model 21 that predicts the loss of tree water conducting capacity as a function of soil water availability and xylem vulnerability. The model accurately captured published patterns in whole-tree hydraulic conductance in both healthy and dying stands (R 2 = 0.91, p < 0.001), as well as the decline and death of ramets ( Supplementary Figs 2 and 3 ). Simulations using modelled monthly soil moisture from 2000-2013 at the field sites where soil characteristics had been measured revealed a strong relationship between CWD and time spent at high percent loss of hydraulic conductivity ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ), indicated previously as a useful mortality predictor variable 26 . Furthermore, high canopy mortality occurred at a threshold CWD value similar to that observed in branch conductivities ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). This supports the hypothesis that low tree and branch conductivities seem to initially result from xylem cavitation during drought years, although other factors probably come into play to explain why these conductances might remain depressed for multiple years post-drought 20 . Using the 2010-2011 field-derived hydraulic threshold (CWD: 5,470 ± 153 mm (s.e.m.)) for mortality, CWD simulations from the hydrologic model effectively captured both broad spatial patterns (Fig. 3a) and finer topographically driven variation in satellite estimates of severe mortality (Fig. 3b) . Total hindcast accuracy (correct classifications of dead and healthy/total points) was 75% (Supplementary Table 1 ). Tests against two additional mortality data sets-an independent set of 57 field plots and digitized polygons collected by the US Forest Service aerial surveys-yielded similar estimates of model accuracy (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3) . CWD predicted spatial patterns of mortality with much higher accuracy than soil moisture or climate variables alone (Supplementary Table 4 ). Hindcast accuracy was highest on the western side of the forest (Fig. 3a) , where the greatest abundance of aspen forest occurs, and less accurate in high elevations and the southeastern corner of the region (Fig. 3a) . Sensitivity analysis on varying the lethal CWD levels indicated that the hydraulic-CWD threshold was within 1-3% of the best balance of sensitivity and specificity, and a synthetic performance metric (Supplementary Tables 1-3) .
Simulations of CWD from 2007-2100 using the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project-Phase 5 (CMIP5) climate models revealed that CWD is projected to increase for all models except CanESM2 in the lower-concentrations scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP 4.5); Fig. 4 and Supplementary  Fig. 8 ). Four of the six models exceeded the hydraulic threshold identified in Fig. 2a in the second half of the twenty-first century in the lower-concentrations scenario, although model spread was large (Fig. 4) . In the higher-concentrations scenario, CWD increases in all models and crosses the hydraulic mortality threshold on average around 2050 (Fig. 4) . These projections reveal that the temperaturedriven increases in PET are likely to cause increasing drought stress in this region, with large areas of aspen forest frequently exceeding the threshold that triggered mortality by the 2050s.
Our results highlight that hydraulic properties can influence species' distribution boundaries and, as such, may prove valuable in forecasting drought-induced tree mortality. For example, our model captured the high prevalence of aspen mortality on southern and western boundaries of aspen distribution in this region (Fig. 3b) and important topographic patterns of higher mortality on southand west-facing slopes (Fig. 3a) . Although the absolute value of the hydraulic-based threshold could vary geographically, sensitivity analyses of the current model parameterization indicate that the field-measured threshold was robust and near the best-fitting model (Supplementary Tables 1-3) .
Empirical relationships between climate variables and tree mortality have been used to illuminate the key sensitivities of forests to different characteristics of drought, such as vapour pressure deficit versus precipitation deficit 27 . Our analysis moves beyond empirical relationships, however, because we have forged a link between hydroclimatic stress and physiological stress to generate cross-scale (tree-to-region) predictions of widespread tree mortality based on a plant's vulnerability to cavitation and test these predictions against three mortality data sets. Tree hydraulic traits have been associated with degree of mortality in multiple ecosystems, primarily in angiosperms 13, 18 . Carbon metabolism and biotic agent attack (for example, bark beetles) are also probably important in some cases 4 , notably in more isohydric gymnosperms that dominate some boreal and temperate regions, and plant carbon status and vascular health are probably interdependent 4 . Given the ability to model vascular capacities as a function of climate and the dependence of plant health on vascular health 4, 18 , the hydraulic threshold concept may prove generally useful in capturing the vulnerability of angiosperm forests to drought in many ecosystems 28 . The accumulated deficit between plant water demand and supply provides an attractive link between drought, species physiology and tree mortality. It incorporates both atmospheric water demand and available soil moisture reserves through soil moisture-limited evapotranspiration. Furthermore, both PET and AET are readily calculated within current land-surface models, and thus estimating CWD in these models is straightforward. Differences in drought vulnerability between species or between plant functional types could be incorporated both through modifications of a hydraulic threshold by plant functional traits 18 and through modifications in simulated AET across species and biomes. For example, deep rooting depths in tropical tree species would allow sustained AET during drought, avoiding lethal CWD values until later in drought. Our results provide a foundation for including plant hydraulic conductivity (K s ) and xylem water potential (Ψ x ) in land-surface models where plant hydraulics predict AET and vascular health as a function of climate, soil and key plant traits, such as rooting depth, vulnerability to cavitation, repair capability and root/leaf ratios. Thus, although the analyses presented here are specific to a single species and region, and a single CWD threshold is unlikely across ecosystems, we find that a great deal can be learnt from modelling tree mortality with simple approaches, which seem promising for incorporating first-order estimates of drought-mediated tree mortality into DGVMs. Aspen exemplifies a fast-growing broadleaved deciduous temperate plant functional type in these models, and is considered relatively anisohydric in its stomatal control. Our results are most likely applicable to similar species.
Ultimately, a better understanding of the physiology and processes that mediate demographic parameters at large scales is needed to project forest ecosystems' response to climate change. Algorithms based on these processes are most useful if they are computationally tractable enough to be incorporated into landsurface models, theoretically sound, and effectively capture physiological differences across species and plant functional types. The difference between plant water demand and supply, and its linkage to hydraulic impairment by xylem cavitation, shows substantial promise for predicting forest mortality with climate change.
Methods
We used simulations of CWD from a high-resolution hydrologic model (the Basin Characterization Model 22 ) from 1970-2013 to hindcast aspen mortality patterns across 91,500 Ha in southwestern Colorado, USA. Aspen mortality has been documented across the western United States and Canada following a severe drought beginning in 2000 (ref. 23) . We used field measurements of branch hydraulic conductivity during ongoing mortality and simulations with a detailed plant hydraulics model to interpret and gain insight into lethal levels in CWD calculated over 2000-2013 during which a pixel of forest was likely to have experienced mortality. Branch segments (n = 104) were acquired from 33 aspen stands across a broad array of topography and hydraulic conductivity was measured via a standard protocol 29 . A detailed plant hydraulics model 21 was parameterized using published vulnerability-to-cavitation curves and extensive branch and whole-tree hydraulic data from aspen trees of the study region and then evaluated against published estimates of transpiration and whole-tree hydraulic conductance in three aspen stands. This model was then used to examine levels of CWD above which mortality occurred by calculating the time spent at high percent loss of conductivity from cavitation and soil drying, indicated as being a key mortality predictor variable in a previous multi-model comparison study that included this hydraulic model 26 . Using the field-derived threshold in CWD (5,470 ± 153 mm), we then compared predictions of 'mortality likely' areas to three mortality data sets: published high-resolution remotely sensed maps of mortality severity generated using Landsat imagery 30 ; polygons of high mortality determined via aerial surveys; and an independent set of 57 field sites distributed throughout the region. We assessed mortality hindcast performance with total accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and area under receiver operating curve, and performed extensive sensitivity analyses in the mortality threshold ( Supplementary Tables 1-3 ).
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